
Fun Activity for Brahms: Hungarian Dance No. 12 in D Minor 

 

This piece has such fun character and easily lends itself to movement activities. The 

general form is listed below: 

 

Form: A-A | A’-A-A’-A | B-B | C-C | B | A-A’-A-A’-A | Ending 

 

A= quiet, suspenseful, sneaking 

A’=loud, aggressive, attacking 

B= smooth, peaceful, resting 

C= surprising, resounding, anticipating 

 

One fun way to interpret the piece through movement would be to have a cat vs. mouse 

showdown Tom and Jerry style. Here’s how it works: 

 

Activity One 

Big Idea: Students distinguish the difference between the Cat and Mouse sections while staying seated.  
 

Put a picture of a MOUSE up on your board. Choose a gesture for the whole class to use when the 
music sounds like a MOUSE (it is always more fun if the movement idea comes from a student). 
 

“As we listen to the music, we will listen for the quiet/soft sections. We will call those MOUSE sections. What 
is a movement that you can do with JUST YOUR HANDS to make you look like a mouse that is running? The 
trick is, you can’t move your legs!...That’s a GREAT movement, let’s use that! “ 

 

Put a picture of a CAT up on your board. Choose a gesture for the whole class to use when the music 
sounds like a CAT (it is always more fun if the movement idea comes from a student). 

 

“We will also hear some loud sections! We will call those CAT sections. What is a movement that you can do 
with JUST YOUR HANDS to make you look like a cat on the attack? The trick is, you can’t move your legs!  
…...That’s a GREAT movement, let’s use that!” 

 

Put a picture of a HAPPY FACE up on the board. During this section, both the MOUSE and the CAT are 
being nice to each other. Students can choose to be a CAT or MOUSE, but have to be acting nice. 
 



“Right in the middle, there is a peaceful section, where both the cat and the mouse are getting along for a 
minute. You can pick to be either a cat or a mouse, but you have to pretend to be nice. How will you cat or 
mouse show me they are being nice and peaceful? Take 10 seconds to show me. Very good!” 

 

 Guide students through the song, pointing to the pictures on the board if they need help. 
 

“Now we’re going to listen to the music. Don’t forget to be a MOUSE when the music is quiet/soft, a CAT when 
the music is loud, and PLAY NICE right in the middle, peaceful section. If you get lost, I’ll help you up here on 
the board.” 

 

Activity Two 

Big Idea: Students distinguish the difference between the CAT and MOUSE sections while moving through the 
classroom. 
 

Ground rules: There is no running, touching or bumping. If you run, touch or bump, you’ll be out for 
the round. 

  

Split the students up into two groups: a MOUSE group and a CAT group. Have one (or a few) 
student(s) demonstrate how their animal moves.  

 

“This time you will be able to use your WHOLE body to act like your animal. Do I have a volunteer from the 
MOUSE group to show us how a mouse might move through our room?  Great! Now who can show us how a 
CAT moves? Wonderful! I hope you are watching closely because we hopefully have the chance to switch jobs 
when we are done.” 

 

Their animal will ONLY move when the music tells them to. The MOUSE group will only move when it is 
soft/quiet, and the CAT group will only move when it is loud. In the middle/nice section, everyone 
gets to move, but it needs to be very nice and gentle. 
 

“Remember when we listened for the soft and loud sections of the music? The MOUSE group will only move 
when it is quiet/soft, when the music changes the MOUSE group has to freeze! The CAT group will only move 
when it is loud, when the music changes the CAT group has to freeze! During the middle/nice section you may 
all move, but it has to be slow and gentle just like the music sounds. Remember our rules - if you run, touch or 
bump, you will have to sit out.” 

 

 


